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Concept of the Workshop 
 

 
 
In 1998, under the initiative of Christophe Z. Guilmoto, at that time head of the Social Sciences  
Department of the French Institute of Pondicherry (IFP), the young researchers’ workshops organized 
their first session.  

 
Its first and foremost vocation was to connect often isolated young researchers, from the MA to post-
doctoral students, doing their fieldwork in different parts of India.  
 
After the first workshop, the Association Jeunes Etudes Indiennes (AJEI) has been created in order to 
make such meetings easier for those interested in exchanging fieldwork experiences.  

 
These workshops rapidly proved to be very fruitful both for MA students, who could then share with 
their more experienced counterparts the ways and means of productive fieldwork, as well as for the 
Ph.D. students who got the opportunity to present, some of them for the first time, the preliminary 
results of their work.  

 
These yearly sessions have created a mobile, interdisciplinary meeting of researchers from different 
horizons initiating fruitful institutional and scientific exchanges.  

 
AJEI’s Workshops are given the opportunity to create a scientific network, and more largely to create 
contacts between French and Indian Institutions. Since recent years, this event which was initially 
devoted to French students and young researchers only, has result to an important French-Indian 
exchange due to the host of this event by some Indian Universities, and mostly due to the participation 
of Indian students and young researchers (Mumbai, Poona, Delhi, Kottayam, Pondicherry, Shillong, 
Varanasi). From now, French-Indian exchange is as much important as the  meeting of French young 
researchers in India. Then, the call for paper for this event is diffused in  French and in English 
language in both countrys' institutions.  
 
The Workshop’s progress is divided into multiple contents. It is alternatively formed by oral  
presentations of young researchers in French and in English, and by small groups workshops based  on 
the selected thematic. These workshops are providing the students applied examples of  fieldwork  
survey thought the use of different methodological tools. Workshops are animated by a Senior 
Research Fellow helped by Doctorate students. The duration of the workshop is usually  around three 
to five days. 

 
 
 
 

 
Website : http://ajei.hypotheses.org/ 

  
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter (@ajei3): 
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15th Workshop Young Researchers, Association Jeunes Etudes Indiennes 

 

« Borders in South Asia: territories, identities, mobilizations. » 

Kolkata, India (4th- 7th March 2013) 

 

In partnership with the Center for Studies in Social Sciences, Calcutta 

 

 

Call for Papers 

 

 The Association Jeunes Etudes Indiennes (AJEI) gathers students from different disciplinary fields 

of social sciences, from MA to post-doctorate level, who are undertaking fieldwork in South Asia. The 

AJEI organizes every year a seminar in France and several workshops in India for young and senior 

researchers to present and discuss their work. The selected theme for the 2012 workshop is “Borders 

in South Asia : territories, identities and mobilizations “.  

 

Borders mean both separations and resources. They crystallize conflicts, mobilizations, cooperation 

and strategies of actors. At a symbolic level, this very fertile theme of research can take many 

meanings. The mobility of borders impacts the populations concerned by shaping and reshaping 

national and regional identities, but also the balance of powers at the subcontinent scale, for example. 

Furthermore, the opening or the closing of a border raise the question of mobility and can affect the 

interactions between spaces and the possibility of elements able to cross any given border. Last, at 

different scales, the border being confronted with the ideas of location, categorization, logics of 

marking, structures the relation of individuals and groups to the village or urban society.  

The AJEI invites papers on the three following themes and related topics:  borders in terms of i) 

production of limits and levels of powers, ii) territorial delimitation and social constructions and iii) 

mobility and its crossing. The field of study remains open to include original approaches, not 

integrated in the present proposal.  

 

Production of limits and levels of powers 

 

A border may be defined as the administrative and political limits of a territory, for instance between 

India and Bangladesh. It is the materialization of identities, political strategies inside or outside the 

territory, and social and economical issues at different scales: states, administrative institutions, 

metropolitan regions. The border legitimizes the power entity of the concerned territory (States, 

Panchayats), or helps the authority to regulate it (for instance, the districts). 
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Historical analysis may further investigate the question of the border in the transition from imperial 

structures to national structures, or the long process of territorial assignment, the problem of choice in 

a coercive institutional system, and the issue of citizenship in the context of the Partition. 

The question of the definition of a border, and of its many representations, is central in conflicts and 

process of negotiations. We invite contributors to consider the plural version and representation of 

borders, usually diverging from the official version, and indeed at times nonexistent in the eyes of the 

international law. For example, contributors may investigate the representations of borders produced 

by India, Pakistan and the separatist movements in Kashmir. In the case of Arunachal Pradesh, they 

may consider the McMahon line accepted as a border by India and the central administration of Tibet, 

but still not by China.  

Moreover, the materialization of a border is a central element in case of geopolitical tensions for the 

border involves a powerful symbolic dimension: the expression of the States’ sovereignty. Mapping – 

more than a tool for understanding a territory – becomes a tool of stabilization and legitimation of a 

border. That is why the profusion of maps in open access (Google, Wikimapia) seems to lead to a new 

issue for cross-border governments, for it enforces a version of the frontier for the general audience. If 

a border is usually legitimized as a part of the natural landscape (river, mountain range), it still 

expresses political strategies and construction of identities, or cultural, religious and linguistic 

differences between two territories. The border also results from an historical legacy (limits of 

expansion of an empire), explaining the instrumentalization of History in the context of redefinition of 

a border, but also of religion and languages (Partition, State Reorganisation Act 1956). In reciprocity, 

the border reifies identities.  

Presentations dealing with the local dimension of administrative limits are welcomed. Behind the 

evolution of these limits, the games of political, economical, social and land property powers (cities, 

SEZ, environmental protection areas) are mixed together. In a context of rapid growth of metropolitan 

regions, the question of redefinition of city limits implies also a balance of power, usually decisive 

between the urban and the rural: What are the political wills and powers, which decide of the 

production and revision of these administrative limits, and how do they impose the respect of limits on 

long-term? For instance, which politician speculations are revealed behind these claims, such as the 

creation of the State of Telangana ? What are the political decision levels in force ?  

 

 

Territorial delimitation and social constructions 

 

Another axis is concerned with borders in their rather symbolic meaning. It focuses on the social 

constructions behind the production of borders. Confronted with the idea of location, zoning, logics of 

marking, a border structures the relations individuals and groups have with cities and villages. It 

contributes also to the construction of identities and representations, between the insider and the 
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outsider, between here and there, between oneself and others. A border spatially marks the power 

relations in an urban or rural society. They are both inherited and re-produced. 

These presentations may deal with the practices of exclusion and marginalization, and the processes of 

categorization created by visible or invisible borders which close living spaces. It evokes, for instance, 

some very dense colonies in East Delhi where borders are drawn in a context of uncertain land tenure 

(waiting for the regularization of the colony, illegal housing), which is due in particular to social and 

economical situations (strong social inequalities, majoritarian Muslim community, informal work), 

and also encouraged by politicians’ strategies (control of uncertainty; logics of concealment inspired 

by the speculation of political interests) and the stigmatization by neighboring colonies.  

Papers dealing with the physical markers of a border in the landscape are welcomed. For instance, the 

Ambedkar’s statues used to assert control over a territory; the building of walls as dividing lines, for 

example in some areas in Ahmedabad; the act of renaming a place to give a feeling of the locality, as it 

may be the case in the temples of Hyderabad; and the ambiguity of new urban architectures.  

Speakers may also pay attention to long periods of time and offer retrospective readings: are the 

definitions and redefinitions of borders following the evolution of segregation types (segregation by 

wealth, jobs, or caste?) . 

Insiders and outsiders’ relations, practices resulting from the development of subjective (what may be 

considered as the intimate space) or objectivized borders (internalization of certain types of 

stigmatization related to a locality, a behavior) may be highlighted under this theme. Does the gated 

urbanism only express a logic of marking and control of land? For instance, borders may appear 

within the space of gated communities located in the peripheral area of megacities: what are the 

behaviors of women in these areas protected from the outside, are they different in the domestic spaces 

and the spaces inside the gated community? The call centres or the new spaces dedicated to the IT 

industry as the IT parks of Bangalore are thus the example of a complex game of borders: 

transnational model / space of global, new temporalities coming from outside (working at night, etc).  

 

Mobilities and crossing the border  

 

This last theme focalizes on the idea of mobility in a context of proliferation of cross-border activities 

and associated actors, of circulation of goods, of constitution of social and political communities on 

both sides of the border.  

Papers on mobility may question the way borders are crossed and the expression of transgression. 

What is a border for one who travels, for instance for the migrants who may have “one foot inside and 

one foot outside”? How do these cross-border actors participate to the production of images of the 

departing and the arriving country? Does the border structure mobilities? 
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 Speakers may emphasize distinctions between those who have the option to migrate and those who 

are forced into displacement, and discuss for instance the issues surrounding the definition of 

refugees/displaced persons.  

Goods and merchandise are also crossing borders. How are perceptions of borders evolving in a 

context of speedy integration of South Asia into the global economic space? Papers examining aspects 

of cross-borders economies, including cross-border illegal activities and analysis of contrabands, are 

welcomed. 

 

Propositions of contribution:  

 

The propositions of contribution (500 to 1000 words) should be submitted in French or in English 

before the 25th November 2012 at the following address: ateliers@ajei.org. Each presentation will be 

in English, are to last 20 minutes, and will be discussed by a specialist.  

Please include with your proposal your last name, first name, your disciplinary field, your study level, 

your institution(s) of affiliation and your research topic. After the decision by the organization 

committee and the announcement of inclusion is announced at the end of November, the contributors 

will be asked to send their complete articles (10 000 words) in English to the discutant of each session, 

before the 15th January 2013. 

 

Organizers: 

 

Bérénice Bon (Centre de Sciences Humaines, CSH, New Delhi) : berenice.bon@csh-delhi.com 

Hortense Rouanet  (Université Paris –Est, LATTS, Paris) : hortense.rouanet@enpc.fr 
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Partnerships 
 

We would like to thank our partners and sponsors : 
 

Centre for Studies in Social Sciences Calcutta (CSSS), Kolkata 
Centre d’Etudes de l’Inde et de l’Asie du Sud (CEIAS-CNRS), Paris 

Centre de Sciences Humaines (CSH), New Delhi 
Laboratoire Techniques Territoires et Société (LATTS), Marne-la-Vallée 

Laboratoire Mosaïques, Université Paris Ouest Nanterre La Défense 
French Institute of Pondicherry (IFP), Pondicherry 

Institut Français en Inde (IFI), Ambassade de France en Inde,  New Delhi 
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15th	  Young	  Researchers	  Workshops	  of	  AJEI	  
Kolkata,	  India,	  4th	  –	  7th	  March	  2013	  

	  
In	  partnership	  with	  the	  Centre	  for	  Studies	  in	  Social	  Sciences,	  Calcutta	  

	   	  
	  

Borders in South Asia: territories, identities, mobilizations.	  
	  
	  

Workshop	  organized	  with	  the	  support	  of	  the	  CEIAS	  (EHESS-‐CNRS),	  
the	  Centre	  de	  Sciences	  Humaines	  of	  New	  Delhi	  (CSH),	  

the	  laboratoire	  Mosaïques	  (Paris	  Ouest	  Nanterre	  La	  Défense),	  
the	  laboratoire	  LATTS	  (Paris	  Est	  Marne-‐la-‐Vallée),	  

the	  French	  Institute	  of	  Pondicherry	  (IFP),	  
and	  the	  Institut	  Français	  en	  Inde	  (IFI)	  French	  Embassy,	  New	  Delhi.	  

	  

YOU	  MUST	  REGISTER	  YOUR	  PARTICIPATION	  IN	  ADVANCE,	  PLEASE	  CONTACT	  	  
HORTENSE	  ROUANET	  AND	  BERENICE	  BON	  :	  ateliers@ajei.org	  

	  
	  

Programme	  
	  

 

Sunday, 3rd of March 2013 
Venue : Guest House Satyajit Ray Film & Television Institute, Calcutta 

 
5 to 8 pm Welcome and registration of the participants staying at the guest house. 

8 pm Dinner 

 

Monday, 4th of March 2013 
Venue : Centre for Studies in Social Sciences Calcutta, seminar room number 2 

 
9 am Welcome of students (MA, MPhil and PhD) 

 

9.30 – 10.30 am 

 

Welcome and thanks by the organizers, Bérénice Bon and Hortense 

Rouanet 

Presentation of  the CSSS Calcutta by Prof. Tapati Guha Thakurta  

                Director of the Centre for Studies in Social Sciences Calcutta 
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                                                         and Prof. Lakshmi Subramanian 

                 Professor of History, CSSSC 

Brief presentation of the activities of CSH by Prof. Basudeb Chaudhuri 

           Director of the Centre de Sciences Humaines of New Delhi 

10.30 – 11.15 

am 

Inaugural adress by Prof. Basudeb Chaudhuri : “ Nations and 
nationalism in the discipline of economics”. 
            Director of the Centre de Sciences Humaines of New Delhi  

 Break 

11.30 – 12 am Adress by Dr. Lionel Baixas: “Border and Boundaries as the Theoretical 
and Methodological Foundations of a New Pludisciplinary, Multilevel and 
Comparative Research Program” 
                            Postdoctoral research fellow, CERI, Sciences Po 

12 am - 2 pm Lunch 

 2 - 5 pm 

 

 

 

 

Session 1 : Historical enquiry into borders and its 
implications for present days. 
 
Sengupta Anwesha : “ Some Stories from Bengal Borderland: Making 
and Unmaking of an International Boundary ” 
Discussant : Dr. Priya Sangameswaran (CSSSC) 
 
Kaustubh Sengupta : “ Space, Boundary, Law : The English East India 
Company in Calcutta in the Eighteenth Century ” 
Discussant : Dr. Samuel Berthet (Alliance française de Chittagong) 
Comments read by Dr. Priya Sangameswaran (CSSSC). 
 
Break 

Dilpreet Bhullar : “ Remapping the Promised Lands: The Study of 
Margaret Bourke-White’s Photographic Essay The Great Migration: Five 
Million Indians Flee for Their Lives ” 
Discussant : Dr. Samuel Berthet (Alliance française de Chittagong) 
Comments read by Dr. Priya Sangameswaran (CSSSC). 
 

 

Tuesday, 5th of March 2013 
            Venue : Centre for Studies in Social Sciences Calcutta, seminar room number 2 
 
9 -  12.30 am 
 

Session 2 : Territories, identities and mobilizations. 
 
Part 1 : Borders and social construction. 
S.Ponnarasu : “ Territorial boundaries of caste: an ethnohistorical 
perspective on Kongu nadu” 
Discussant : Prof. Lakshmi Subramaniam (CSSSC) 
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Part 2 : The idea of belonging in the context of claims to place by 
marginal groups. 
Sayori Ghoshal : “Border-functions and Place-making: reading 
Gautam Ghosh’s Act Zero” 
 
Discussant : Dr. Annu Jalais (National University of Singapore) 
D. Annu Jalais : presentation of a forthcoming publication.  
 
Break 
 
Part 3 : The politics of mobilization in the city. 
Tara Saharan : “ Dynamics of social mobilization in Informal 
Settlements : The border between informal-formal residents and the 
resistance against the shift from one to another with a case study of low 
income informal settlement – VP Singh Camp in Delhi India ” 
 
Discussant (video) : Dr. Bertrand Lefebvre (Université de Rouen) 
 

12.30am – 2 pm Lunch 
2 – 5 pm 
 

Session 3 : Administrative and economic boundaries : the 
new borders in discussion. 
 
Lorraine Hohler : “A Telangana State ? Multiscalar analysis of the stakes 
in modifying internal borders in India” 
 
Discussant: Dr. Lionel Baixas (CERI, Sciences Po) 
 
Break 
 
Dr. Claudia Roselli : “ Transition trough flexibility, adaptability, mixité. 
Shaping a new capital city in Chattisghar ” 
 
Salima Nekrouf : “The port of Kolkata as border space :The multiscalar 
stakes in the port governance” 
 
Discussant: Prof. Shobhanlal Bonnerjee (Centre for Built Environment, 
Kolkata) 

 

Wednesday, 6th of March 2013 
               Venue : Centre for Studies in Social Sciences Calcutta, seminar room number 2 
 
	  

9.30 am – 12.30 
pm 

Session 4 : Accross the borders : mobilities and migrations 
in the global south. 
 
Chandni Basu : “ Theirs or ours! Justice of borders : The case of 
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children from Bangladesh in the observation homes of West Bengal, 
India” 
 
Discussant: Dr. Malini Sur (University of Amsterdam) 
 
Break 
 
Delphine Thivet : “Resisting globalization, building solidarity across 
national borders: a case study of the Karnataka Rajya Ryota Sangha 
(KRRS- Karnataka State Farmers Association)” 
 
Discussant: Prof. Basudeb Chaudhuri (CSH) 
 

Floriane Zaslasky : “Internet and social boundaries (de)construction : a 
case study of matrimonial websites and their impact on Indian  
traditional marriage” 
 
Discussant : Dr. Zoé E. Headley (CEIAS, Paris). Comments read by 
Dr. Aurélie Varrel (CEIAS, Paris). 
 

12.30 – 2 pm Lunch 
2 to 5 pm Workshop. Sessions in parallel. 

 
Workshop 1 
Dr Lionel Baixas: Boundaries and Ethnic Groups in South Asia: 
Multidisciplinary Approaches, Comparative Perspectives, Theoretical 
Stakes and Methodological Issues. Towards the Construction of an 
Ethnic Boundary-Making Research Program. 
 
Workshop 2 : Dr. Aurélie Varrel (session in English).  
 
Workshop 3 : The organizers (session in French). L’accès au terrain  
 

5 – 5.30 pm Vote of thanks and feedbacks of the participants.  
8 pm Cultural evening. 

 
Thursday, 7th of March 2013 

Venue: Millennium Ghat, Calcutta 
9.45 am - 4 pm  
9.45 am - 1 pm   
1.45 pm 

Day Visit in Calcutta. 
Cruise down the River Ganges 
Bengali lunch  
Venue: Restaurant Kewpie's, Elgin Road , Calcutta 
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Participants	  

	  
Sengupta ANESHWA : PhD candidate in History at the Jawaharlal Nehru University. 
Research topic : The aftermath of partition in East and West Bengal : a territorial perspective.  
 
Chandni BASU : PhD candidate (3rd year) at the Institute for Sociology, Alberts-Ludwig 
University, Freiburg, Germany.  
Research topic : Child protection within the Juvenile Justice System in India. 
 
Lionel BAIXAS (Dr.) : PhD in Political sciences, Associated member at the CERI (Sciences Po Paris, 
CNRS). Research interest : Conflicts, violence and pacification, constructions of identity, 
nationalism and transnationalism, State formation , Memory, politics of the past and historical 
narratives, Political orders, modes of domination and collective action, Sociology and politics 
of identity. 
 
Samuel BERTHET (Dr.) : Director of Alliance Française of Chittagong. He has submitted a 
PhD thesis in History regarding contacts between French and Indian elites from 1870 to 1962.  
 
Dilpreet BHULLAR : MPhil candidate in Literature at the Department of Modern Indian 
Languages and Literary Studies, University of Delhi.  
Research topic : Mapping Colonial Gazing(s): A Study of The People of India- A Series of 
Photographic Illustration with Descriptive Letterpress of the Race and Tribes of Hindustan 
1868-1875.  
 
Bérénice BON : PhD candidate in Geography at the University Paris-Ouest Nanterre La 
Défense (laboratoire Mosaïques) and CEIAS-EHESS. She is affiliated in India with the CSH, 
New Delhi.  
Research topic: Territories of large-scale projects and urban integration : the evolution of 
metropolitan governance in Delhi through the financing of the metro. 
 
Shobhanlal BONNERJEE (Prof., Dr.) : Architect and planner, member of the advisory 
board, Centre for Built Environment, Kolkata. 
 
Basudeb CHAUDHURI (Prof., Dr.) : Senior Researcher in Economics and Director of the 
Centre des Sciences Humaines (CSH), New Delhi. He is affiliated with the University of 
Caen, France, and associated member with the Centre de l’Etude de l’Inde et de l’Asie du Sud 
(CEIAS), Paris. 
 
Emilie EDELBLUTTE : Master 2 (MPhil) candidate in geography at the University Lyon 2. 
She is affiliated in India with the Tata Institute of Social Sciences. 
Research topic : The Mithi River in Bombay : Métamorphoses et devenir d’un cours d’eau 
urbain dénaturé, Risque, perceptions et vulnérabilités des populations riveraines. 
 
Sayori GHOSHAL : MPhil student (2nd year) at the Centre for Studies in Social Sciences. 
Research topic: Politicizing Belonging: towards an ethical relation to body and place. 
 
Santosh GHOSH (Prof., Dr.) : Senior research fellow in urban design and Honorary 
President of the centre for Built Environment, Kolkata.  
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Bérénice GIRARD : PhD candidate in sociology at Centre de l’Etude de d’Inde et de l’Asie 
du Sud (Paris). Research topic : The place of engineers as a socio-professional group in the 
management of the Ganges River. 

Zoé E. HEADLEY (Dr.) : Research Fellow CNRS, attached to the Centre for South Asian 
Studies (CEIAS), Paris. She is affiliated with the French Institute of Pondicherry. Research 
topic : caste, land and custom in Tamil Nadu.  

Lorraine HOHLER : PhD candidate in political geography at Université de Reims 
Champagne Ardennes, Laboratoire Habiter. She is affiliated in India with the CSH, New 
Delhi. Research topic : Les modifications ethno-linguistiques du maillage administratif indien 
à travers l'exemple du Telangana.	  
 
Holger JAHNKE (Prof., Dr.) : Professor of Geography at the University of Flensburg. 

Annu JALAIS (Dr.) : Assistant Professor, South Asian Studies Programme, National 
University of Singapore. Her current research is on subaltern identity, social mobility and 
religion in the last forty years in Bangladesh and West Bengal. 

Bertrand LEFEBVRE (Prof., Dr.) : President of the AJEI and Post Doctoral Researcher, 
Dept. of geography, University of Rouen, France. Field of research : ealthcare, Urban 
Governance, Delhi, India, Cartography, Spatial Analysis 
 
Julie MARQUET : PhD candidate in history at the University of Paris 7 (ICT).  
Research topic : Le rôle des intermédiaires dans l’implantation coloniale française. 
L’exemple des établissements de l’Inde XVIIIe-XIXe siècles 
 
Salima NEKROUF : PhD candidate in geography at the University of Perpignan, France,   
laboratory ART-DEV. Research topic : The ports of Calcutta : 40 years of regional 
development and port governance. Players, stakes and conflicts.  
 
S. PONNARASU : PhD candidate at the department of Anthropology, Pondicherry 
University. He is the Co-investigator for British library (Arcadia) funded project EAP458 
Constituting a digital archive of Tamil agrarian history during the colonial period with Dr. Zoe 
E. Headley hosted at the French institute of Pondicherry. Research topic : Transformation and 
Continuity of Agrarian Power Structures (1800–2010): An ethnohistorical study of Kongu Nadu 
Palayakkarars and Pattakkarars.  
 
Claudia ROSELLI (Dr.) : Urban Researcher at the Faculty of Architecture (Florence), 
Department of Urban and Regional Planning and at SPA, School of Planning and 
Architecture. She has recently discussed her PhD thesis titled "Learning from urban 
metropolis. Case: Delhi."  
 
Hortense ROUANET : PhD candidate in Urban Planning in the University Paris-Est Marne-
la-Vallée, France (LATTS, Laboratoire Techniques Territoires Sociétés).  
Research topic : Finacialization of urban real estate in Chennai and Bangalore.  
 
Tara SAHARAN : PhD Candidate at the Department of Geography, Planning and 
international Development Studies, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands.  
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Research topic : Dynamics of social mobilization in Informal Settlements. 
 
Priya SANGAMESWARAN (Dr.) : Fellow research in Development studies at the Centre of 
Social Sciences Calcutta. Research interests : Post–development theory, political ecology, 
heterodox economic theory, rights–based discourses, the concept of community in 
development practice and natural resource management, theorizing neo–liberalization and its 
working in the context of water.  
 
Kaustubh SENGUPTA : PhD candidate in modern History at the Centre for Historical 
Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. Research topic: Spatial History of Colonial 
Calcutta. 
 
Lakshmi SUBRAMANIAN (Prof., Dr.) : Professor of History at the Centre of Social 
Sciences Calcutta. Research interests : The Indian Diaspora in the Indian Ocean and 
Transnational networks, Economic and Cultural History of India, Histories of Music and 
Performance. 
 
Malini SUR (Dr.) : Malini Sur holds a PhD  in Anthropology from the University of 
Amsterdam and Master's degrees in International Human Rights and Social Work from the 
University of Essex, UK and Tata Institute of Social Sciences in India. Research interests : 
ithe study of partitions, borders and human rights in South Asia with a focus on the 
intersections of violence and mobility especially in India and Bangladesh. 
 
Delphine THIVET : PhD candidate in sociology at the Centre Maurice Halbwachs-équipe 
PRO/Institut de Recherche Interdisciplinaire sur les Enjeux Sociaux (IRIS), École des Hautes 
Études en Sciences Sociales (EHESS), Paris.  
Research topic: Transnationalization of landless and farmers' movements (a comparative and  
multi-sited approach focusing on three organizations taking part in La Via Campesina in 
France, Brazil and India). 
 
Aurélie VARREL (Dr.): PhD in Geography and research fellow CNRS at the Centre for 
South Asian Studies (CEAIS Paris). Research interests: the Indian diaspora, migrations, the 
IT industry, the real estate industry, large-scale urban projects.  
 
Floriane ZASLASKY : Master 2 (MPhil) candidate in sociology at the Ecoles de Hautes 
Etudes en Sciences Sociales (EHESS), Paris.  Research topic : Internet and the evolution of 
traditional mariage in Bangalore.  


